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A role in which ideas can be expressed equally with others in a company that 
allows them to grow and expand with it, as well as the ability to achieve any 
personal goals. Seeks to obtain the position as Gallery Attendant to ensure the 
smooth and conflicts free functioning of all operations of the organization.

2014 – 2016
GALLERY ATTENDANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Reported any damages to the artwork.
 Ensured the safety of the art on display.
 Assisted patrons with any questions they have about the art on display.
 Provided basic art history and guide them if asked through the gallery.
 Made connections with the local artist.
 Monitored artwork and visitors.
 Ensured all museum security procedures where followed.

2012 – 2014
GALLERY ATTENDANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Informed visitors about the current and upcoming exhibits and kept a daily tally 
of how many visitors the gallery received in a day.

 For special exhibits, the gallery would have a small party and was in charge of 
setting up for the party and cleaning up afterward.

 Provided guided tours of the museum and answer any question about a piece of
artwork and its location in the museum.

 Also provided security to the artwork to make sure there was no damage done.
 Accomplished clerical duties, e.g., composed letters, fielded phone calls, 

greeted visitors Performed routine maintenance of displays Liaison between.
 Greeted visitors and led tours Performed routine maintenance of displays 

Conducted weekend art classes for area children Organized artist receptions.
 Conveyed guest information from the museum galleries to museum offices 

Balanced money in museum galleries Entered data and wrote daily reports 
from.

EDUCATION

Bachelor in Applied Computer Science (Currently enrolled) - 2014(California 
College San Diego - San Marcos, CA)
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SKILLS

Typing 55+ Wpm, Administration, Office Management, Secretarial.
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